
Dear Parents/Guardians 

School Council – Annual Report to the School Community:
At the school council meeting this week I presented the Annual Report to the School
Community. This is a high-level reflection of student outcomes, in terms of both wellbeing
and learning, and reflects the outcomes from 2022. Our school has again performed very
well. A snapshot of the results is below, with the detailed report available from our website
shortly. Our school is a great place to learn and grow!
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From The PrincipalCALENDAR 
Week 9
Thu 30/3 - Round Robin
Fri 31/3 - Agribusiness Seymour Expo excursion
Fri 31/3 - Wear It Purple Day (gold coin donation)

Week 10
Mon 3/4 - School Photo group retake (Yr 9,10,12)
Tue 4/4 to 6/4 - OES Lake Eildon Canoe Trip
Wed 5/4 - Yr 7-10 Parent-Teacher-Student Interviews
Wed 5/4 - No classes running (due to Interviews)
Thu 6/4 - VCE Art Benalla Gallery excursion
Thu 6/4 - Last day of Term - 2:30pm dismissal

TERM 2
Week 1
Mon 24/4 - No classes running (Student Free Day)
Tue 25/4 - Anzac Day Public Holiday
Wed 26/4 - All Students return for Term 2
Thu 27/4 - OES Mt Buller MTB Trip

                                                               The House Captains with their new house flags ready for Athletics Day



Instrumental Music Concert Series:
Our music team at school has three key staff members; Jane Hampson, Phil Bohun and Paul Riley. We also acknowledge the range of
instrumental teachers in our community who support our students with private lessons. 

On Tuesday this week I had the privilege to attend the first of a concert series, showcasing the achievements of our music students and
providing an important performance opportunity. It was a great night, and appreciated by the parents there. Congratulations to the
following students who performed:
 
Hamish Ueno – Acoustic Guitar
Tahlia Hinton – Voice
Tristan Fox - Piano
Astrid Singleton & Zac Appleby – Voice & Acoustic Guitar
Memphis Hanwright – Piano
Archie Dunn – Voice & Acoustic Guitar
Emily Doig – Voice
Aaron Trecento – Acoustic Guitar
Hannah Allen – Voice
Mitch Pentony – Acoustic Guitar
Abbey Coolahan – Voice & Acoustic Guitar
Molly Dunn – Piano
Lily Crosby - Voice
Reiley Gibney-Schelfhout – Guitar
Scarlett Hanratty & Judah Kelleher – Voice & Acoustic Guitar

Resilience Project:
Last night was the parent information session for The Resilience Project (https://theresilienceproject.com.au/) We work in partnership
with The Resilience Project to strategically improve student wellbeing and resilience. I encourage you to log in to these sessions when
they are available and have a look at what they have to say, they are very beneficial. 

Athletics:
The athletics carnival was held last week, with a great turn-out and positive involvement from all concerned. The sports days are a
great opportunity to build positive student relationships and to enable students to show their capabilities in the sporting field. Well
done to all involved, and particularly thanks to Mr Thomson for organising the day.

Antarctica:
We have some great opportunities for students to engage with. The ‘Rulers of the Universe’ elective class has recently been measuring
the size of the earth, recreating a famous experiment from the third century BC conducted by Eratosthenes. In order to conduct the
experiment, Paul Fitz-Gerald used the support of the Australian Antarctic Division. We are deeply grateful for their willingness to help
our students out. There are more details elsewhere in this publication.

Parent-Teacher-Student Interviews:
The PTS interviews for Years 7-10 are occurring next week. We value the opportunity to talk with parents at a really important time in
the year, early enough for us to work in partnership to ensure positive study behaviours are occurring. Please come with your young
person, as the conversation with the student in the presence of parents is very important. Thanks! If you have any difficulties in booking,
please reach out to the school office.

End of Term:
Term finishes at 2:30pm on Thursday 6th April. We wish you all a safe and restful term break, and look forward to the return of students
on Wednesday 26th April.

Kind regards
Timothy Hall
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https://theresilienceproject.com.au/


As part of their elective unit ‘Rulers of the Universe’, the Year 9 and 10 students in the class were recently tasked with recreating
Eratosthenes famous experiment from 240 BC for measuring the radius of the Earth.

Earlier in the term the class had used the measurement of the Sun’s shadow at local midday to determine when local midday was,
where true north was compared to magnetic north and the school’s latitude. This latter measurement they got to within 2% of the
actual value – experimentally this is an exceptionally good result.

However, to measure the size of the Earth, the students would need assistance from experimenters who were a long way away from
the school. To facilitate this Mr Fitz-Gerald contacted the Australian Antarctic Program’s Headquarters in Tasmania to see if any of
their workers in Antarctica would be willing to assist us.

The reply was quick and a positive one from Mawson, Davis and Casey Stations and the date set for the experiment was Thursday
16th March, with favourable weather forecasts for most locations. The students gained five sets of concordant results from their
experimental setup and although Casey Station experienced a blizzard that day results were obtained from both Mawson and Davis
Stations.

A video link up between the students and the Antarctic bases was organised with Mr Hall’s help for their class on Thursday 23rd
March where Mr Fitz-Gerald took them through the geometry and trigonometry required to calculate the Earth’s radius from the
results.

As a consequence of their efforts a measurement of 6,576km for the radius was calculated. This compares very favourably with the
accepted value of 6,371km – a difference of only 3.2%. So another excellent result – not bad for using a pencil, sheet of paper, the
Sun’s shadow length at midday and a bit of math!

Student comments:
"It made my lunchtime interesting (collecting data) and it was really cool and interesting to work with the people from Antarctica. I
was really surprised at how close to the actual value we got" - Memphis Hanwright.

"I found the math part hard but I really enjoyed doing the experiment and it was exciting working with the people from Antarctica
via video link" - Bailey Wade.

"The experiment of measuring the size of the Earth was such a fun experiment. Just thinking that all you needed to do was measure
the length of the Sun’s shadow at midday in two different places, measure the height of the gnomon that made the shadow and
work out the overland longitudinal distance between us and Mawson Station and then do some math was amazing. To top it off it
was really cool to do the calculations and share the results via video link with the people in Antarctica. It was great fun being part
of this experiment" - Jasmine Shepherd.

I’d like to thank the students for their work and enthusiasm during this task as well as Mr Hall and the team from Antarctica: Ms Cat
Humpheries (Mawson Station Leader), Alex Mcpartland (Mawson), Marshall Lewis and Leigh Monk (Davis Station) and Shaun James
(Casey Station).

Paul Fitz-Gerald
Head of Science
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Rulers of the Universe

Back Left Table: Aiden Casey, Rylan 
Macdougall
Back Right Table: Memphis Hanwright, Max 
Crockett & Will Higgins.
Front Left Table: Chloe Tremmel, Bailey Wade
Front Right Table: Jasmine Shepherd, Ruby 
McDonald, Clancy Farrell

Left: Alex Mcpartland from 
Mawson Station             

Right: Marshall Lewis 
from Davis Station
          



A team of 14 students headed off to Wodonga ‘Waves’ pool and took part in the 2023 Hume Region swim meet 
with a win sending competitors off to the state finals at MSAC in Melbourne on 28th April.

Zac Hotton was one such competitor winning the 12/13 breaststroke and coming second in 3 other events. Zac 
was also Runner Up in 12/13 boy’s champion category. Addi Wadsworth also made it through to the state swim 
meet in the Multi Class 15yr old freestyle. Brilliant effort Zac and Addi!

Keziah Wolfe picked up a third in the above age girls breaststroke, and the 12/13 freestyle boys relay team of 
Harry Kain, Toby Gerrans, Lenny Gardner and James Wellborne gaining a second in their event.

All other competitors were not far off the pace with only a body length separating swimmers of a high quality.

Out of 32 schools attending, MSC came 13th with their combined score, again punching way above its weight!!

Don’t forget we finish off the sporting calendar this term with our Round Robin on March 30th, completing a very busy return to
school for sports. 

See you on the field of dreams!

Christian Thomson
Sports Co-ordinator 

Friday 24th March probably won't be remembered for much, but for Biyal it was a celebration of victory under their new sports
name on the MSC annual athletics shield.

Under sunny skies the Athletics day ran smoothly and many participants took part over the course of the day covering around 100
events. While no records were broken, the day was still exciting with the high jump gaining its usual strong support and the sprints
providing some upsets.

It was great to see so many parents having a look around and the easy nature of Athletics allowed spectators to choose from 12
events running at any one time.

The early running saw Wimba look like claiming the Sports double, but Biyal and Marrang had other ideas with the former closing out
the win with some strong relay results. 

Students V Staff race provided the highlight of the day with the ‘BOSS’ going down on the first change, then picking himself up and
running an exceptional bend that gave the staff a glimmer of hope! It wasn’t to be unfortunately, and the teachers had to watch
their dreams disappear under sufferance. Rumour has it that Principal Hall is in a sling and won’t be lifting books any time soon.

Congratulations to the below age group champions and well done to the whole school community for a really enjoyable day.

Sports House Results
Biyal - 1484 points     
Marrang - 126 points     
Delatite - 1141 points     
Wimba - 1127 points

Age Group Champions
12/13 - Ellie Marks & Harris Kain     
14yr - Harper Russell & Cruz Purday     
15yr - Jacoba Tanner & Charlie Dobson
16yr - Jess Dolling & Judah Kelleher     
17yr - Quinn Russell & Max Mahoney/Alex Davyd     
20yr - Sarah Marshall & Ben Les
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Hume Region Swimming Carnival 

Athletic Sports Day 
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The Student Representative Council would like to inform you that on Friday 31st March MSC is showing support for The Epilepsy 
Foundation by celebrating Wear It Purple Day! We kindly ask for a gold coin donation per individual, (non profit) during the day to 
help raise funds to support The Epilepsy Foundation in their efforts to:

a) Provide assistance to individuals and families affected by epilepsy. 

b) Educate people about epilepsy and how it affects those living with it.

c) Most importantly, find a cure for this condition.

Your generosity will make a significant difference towards achieving these goals.

Thanking you in advance for your contributions towards this cause.

Kind Regards,

Student Representative Council
Mansfield Secondary College

SRC News - Wear It Purple Friday!

Snow River Campus update
Amy, Ava, Ethan, Daniel, Andy and I have been at the Snowy campus for 7 weeks and we have done so many fun things. On the 11th
of March we had "visiting" weekend where we got to see our families after being away from them for the past 5 weeks. This was a
very emotional weekend for some of us.

We have continued to do activities such as caving, MTB, SUPing (Stand up paddle boarding) and a 3 day canoe and hiking
Expedition. We have still been learning about the 9 learning concepts throughout our time here.
 
While we are here, we have to do a CLP which is a Community Learning Project, where we have to choose something that could
improve our community back at our home school. We have chosen to change the school uniform back at our home school. One of
the reasons why we are changing them is because the shirts are see through when they get wet or sweaty. Also, lots of students
don’t like to wear the uniform which means we aren't able to represent the school.
 
Recently at the SSL we had expo 2. For the first expo it was mainly on the beach but this time we were canoeing as well as hiking.
To start we walked along the beach before heading through Marlo to the angling club. When we were there, we put the canoes in
the water and paddled across the river to Corringle. On day 2 we canoed all day up stream against the wind, so it was difficult. At
lunch we ate in a cow paddock where we climbed a hill. In the distance we saw a shed but didn’t think anything of it. Little did we
know this was where we were camping and that we were about to paddle 3 more km just to loop around to it. On day 3 we woke
up at 4:30am so no one was very happy. We canoed a bit further upstream before it opened. When we got to the other side of the
lake we got out and pulled the canoes up onto the bank ready for the next group. When we were about to get going it started
raining so we put on our gortex. As soon as we had the gortex on the rain just stopped. After a bit of walking up Mt Raymond we
had morning tea before running into the other expo group. When we got to the top, we took group photo’s before driving back to
campus. Overall, we travelled about 30kms canoeing and hiking.

Braydan Phillips
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